FUNDAMENTALS IN WATERPARK DESIGN
BY JIM DUNN

W

ITH THE NUMBER OF WATERPARK
CONCEPTS BEING ADVERTISED TODAY,
ONE MIGHT GET THE IMPRESSION
THAT DESIGNING A WATERPARK IS NO MORE
THAN ARRANGING A SERIES OF WATER
FEATURES INTO AN EYE PLEASING PLAN AND
ADDING SOME COLOR. HOWEVER TRULY
DESIGNING A WATERPARK INVOLVES THE
CREATIVE MANAGEMENT OF MANY FACTORS
THAT ARE CONSTANTLY RE-EVALUATED AS THE
DESIGN EVOLVES. FAMILIARITY ON THE PART
OF THE DESIGNER WITH HOW WATERPARKS
OPERATE AND HOW THEY ARE CONSTRUCTED
IS ESSENTIAL.
YOU MAY BE WONDERING WHY THIS IS
IMPORTANT SINCE IT’S JUST A PLAN. CONSIDER
THAT A WELL THOUGHT OUT WATERPARK CAN
HANDLE MORE PEOPLE, MOVE THOSE PEOPLE
MORE EFFICIENTLY THROUGH THE PARK,
INCREASE THEIR SPENDING, ALLOW YOU TO
MANAGE THEIR ACTIVITIES WITH A SMALLER
STAFF, AND COST LESS TO OPERATE.

SITE
For starters let’s say that you have
a site selected and are ready for your
designer to begin. The feasibility
study has provided a projection on
annual attendance and design-day
recommendations. At this stage, big
picture site diagramming will be used
to break the site down into major
areas like vehicle entry, parking,
drop-off, main gate, waterpark,
operations, and service. The locations
of these elements are driven by the site
shape, access to roads, views of the
waterpark from highways, topography,
and ownership’s philosophy on
operations. Generally, two or three
site diagrams will be prepared to look
for the best arrangement. If you are
thinking of charging for parking, now
is the time to consider vehicle entry
requirements like space for booths and
vehicle queuing lanes; a drop-off loop
that bypasses pay parking should also
be incorporated.

One of the factors considered
when selecting which site diagram to
be used is the shape of the land left
for the actual waterpark. Shapes that
are circular or square are preferred for
most plans. Long and narrow shapes
are difficult to work with because
they have longer patron circulation
cores and are difficult for placing
large bodies of water. Influences such
as topography, natural buffers, and
internal and external view corridors
are noted since these factors may help
decide which site diagram to use for
further development into a plan. The
development of this big idea diagram
will eventually determine the location
where guests will enter the waterpark
and will provide a shape to begin
water feature planning.

SPINE, RADIAL, LOOP

Pedestrian circulation can be
organized into three categories. These
are not literal but diagrammatic and
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help with selecting major feature
locations.
•Spine – single main path that
connects all major elements.
•Radial – sometimes referred to
as hub and spoke, has a central
core and paths that extend out to
major features and promotes cross
circulation.
•Loop – major elements are organized
on a single path that connects back
onto itself or loops.
Examples of the parks you may
have visited with these concepts
include the following:
Six Flags Great America – Spine
Six Flags Great Adventure – Radial
Typhoon Lagoon – Loop

In each of these park designs food,
beverage, and retail opportunities are
strategically located to take advantage
of the circulation system with water
feature locations helping to move
people through the park.

PROGRAM

The feasibility study gives us a
target design-day so we now revisit
the program to get a better feel for
what the park will have with respect to
features and support buildings. This
is a good time to consider front gate
operations, cash storage, retail area

requirements, food and beverage as
well as maintenance support. It’s
also a good time to think about the
sizes of these elements and how they
could be combined if necessary to
consolidate utilities and staff. Does the
feasibility study address group sales?
If the market is heavily corporate and
dedicated facilities are needed, how
involved does the operator want the
kitchen and serving area to be? Do
we want to be able to section off
portions of the park to run on reduced
staff at the beginning and end of the
season?
You may have noticed that we
have not discussed ride mix much.
The early stages of park design are
less about water elements and more
about organization and identifying
site opportunities. With the program
reviewed, we can now move to placing
elements on the site.

CONCEPT
At this point there is a “big idea”
site diagram and a pedestrian entry
point. There is no right or wrong
way to begin developing the concept.
This is an individual effort and may
require a number of sketches. The site
diagram will guide you, however these
early decisions may need to be reevaluated if new opportunities arise as
the concept develops. Pay attention to
guest lounge areas. These areas are

typically associated with large water
bodies like the wave pool or activity
pool. Keep them away from the front
entry so you can draw guests deeper
into the park and increase contact time
with revenue opportunities. Promote
circulation within the park by locating
major features away from each other.
Guests will be dispersed within the
park, which will help increase passive
capacity and spending.
Leave room for expansion. When
developing the plan leave a few
areas where additional features can
be added between existing features.
This allows growth without having to
expand into a new area.
Once the concept is organized,
begin refining the features. This may
involve adding play components and
focal points through theme design.
This is also an opportunity to think
about lifeguard locations; adjusting
the feature layouts can reduce the
number of guards and make their
positioning more efficient.
For this phase of the design, use
vendor-specific slide and play structure
layouts. This helps ensure that the
right amount of space is reserved
for the rides as well as allowing for
the addition of ride queues and tube
corrals.
Concept development is about
looking at options, developing several
solutions and then stepping back. As
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a designer, you have to visualize the
concept from the guest’s viewpoint on
the ground. What are the vistas? Is
the food building turned so the façade
is visible? Where will cleaning staff
be stationed and how visible are these
areas? Does the plan feel like an
adventure?

STAFF
Many parks are struggling with
having sufficient staff to run their
parks. This is especially the case at
the beginning and end of the season.

A number of factors affect staff
quantity – here are a few:
•Ride selection – high speed thrilling
rides are more staff intensive per
rider than lower thrill rides.
•Feature design – wider and shorter
rivers require fewer guards per rider.
•Building design – common kitchen
areas can supply multiple serve lines.
•Mechanical plant locations – fewer
locations keep staff working rather
than moving between plants.

Looking for opportunities to reduce
staff can make a difference not only
in how many rides will be running on
a given day but how profitable the
park is. This is where the designer’s
exposure to operations is an asset to
the park owner and operator.

SUN, FUN, SUCCESS
Good design and planning will
provide an enjoyable experience
for your guests. More than a pretty
picture, a well-developed waterpark
design will add to your bottom line.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
518.783.0038
sales@aquaticgroup.com
13 Green Mountain Dr
Cohoes, NY 12047

Aquatic Development Group, Inc. (ADG) has been designing and building waterparks since the concept first arrived on
the shores of North America back in the 1970’s and has built more indoor and outdoor mountainside waterparks than
any other company in the U.S. Led by a CEO who is a ski resort owner himself, ADG brings over 50 years of experience
in design, development and construction to the mountainside resort industry. You get a team of experts with firsthand
industry knowledge dedicated to creating unique, revenue-generating attractions that are designed to fit your mountain,
your brand and your terrain. ADG’s vertical integration and unique InDepthTM approach allows our designers and
engineers to provide you with complete turnkey service for a design/build project, whether for a full waterpark, Waterfront
addition or mountain coaster or slide. No other company has the ability to deliver revenue-generating attractions from
concept to completion like ADG.
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518.783.0038
aquaticgroup.com

PO Box 648 | 13 Green Mountain Drive | Cohoes, NY 12047

